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ABSTRACT

We present the first analysis of an XMAI-Newton observation of the nearby molecular cloud
MBNI 12. We find that in the direction of MBM 12 the total O VII (0.57 keV) triplet emission

is 1.8+0" photons cm -2 s_u sr -1 (or Line Units - LU) while for the O VIII (0.65 keV) line

emission we find a 3Q upper limit of <1 LU. We also use a heliospheric model to calculate

the O VII and O VIII emission generated by Solar Wind Charge-eXchange (SWCX) which we

compare to the XMM-Newton observations. This comparison provides new constraints on the
relative heliospheric and Local Bubble contributions to the local diffuse X-ray background. The
heliospheric SWCX model predicts 0.82 LU for O VII, which accounts for — ,16±15 eic of the

observed value, and 0.33 LU for the O VIII line emission consistent with the XMM-Newton

observed value. We discuss our results in combination with previous observations of the MBM 12

with CHANDRA and Suzaku.

Subject headings: X -rays: observations — X-rays: diffuse background — Solar System — ISM: bubbles
supernovae remnants

1. Introduction

The major sources of the Soft X-ray Back-
ground (SXR.B) below 1 keV, besides distinct
structures such as supernovae and superbub-
bles (e.g., Loop I), are: absorbed extragalac-
tic emission (primarily= unresolved AGN), an ab-
sorbed thermal component from the Galactic disk
and halo, an unabsorbed thermal component at-
tributed to gas in the Local Hot Bubble (LHB)
and the recently identified unabsorbed Solar Wind
Charge-eXcha.nge (SWCX) emission from the he-

liosphere and the geocorona.

Absorption measurements towards nearby stars
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show that the Sun is surrounded by a. large (r —
100 pc) low-density region, sometimes called the
Local Cavity (Cox & Reynolds 1987). Part of this
cavity may be filled with hot gas, forming the so
called `Local Hot Bubble'. This idea derived from
the need to explain the fraction of the soft X-ray
background that does not anticorrelate with the
interstellar column density, and thus can not be at-
tributed to distant Galactic emission, although its
distribution in the sky seems to align with Galac-

tic, and not ecliptic, coordinates (Sanders et al.
1977; Snowden et al. 1990). The temperature of
the emitting gas has been inferred by the Wis-
consin (Fried et al. 1980; McCammon k- Sanders
1990: Snowden et al. 1990) and ROSAT (Snow-

den 1993) surveys band ratios in the 1 keV energy

range. and found to be around 10' K Al keV).
The Cosmic Hot Interstellar Plasma Spectrometer
(CHIPS: Hurwitz et al. 2005) did not detect the
far-ultraviolet (FUV) emission expected from sur-

rounding 106 K gas, and placed the LHB temper-



ature rather at 0.086 keV for an emission measure
of 4x 104 cm

-1
 pc.

SWCX X-ray emission in the heliosphere orig-
inates when a. high charge state ion of the solar
wind interacts with a neutral atom and gains an
electron in a highly excited state which their

 by emission of one or more X-rays. Since
SWCX X-ray emission was first discovered in ob-
servations of comets (Lisse et al. 1996), it was
also confirmed to occur in the near-Earth environ-
ment where the neutrals are exospheric material
in and near the rnagnetosheath (e.g., Cravens et
al. 2001; Snowden et al. 2009), and throughout
the solar system where the target atoms are from
the interstellar medium (Cox 1998; Cravens 2000).
The two later components (and especially the he-
liospheric emission) create a diffuse 'foreground'
emission that is present in every X-ray observa-
tion. This diffuse emission is strongly dependent
on the solar wind proton flux and heavy ion abun-
dances. However its effect on X-ray observations
is very difficult to predict, due to the combination
of the fast responding geocoronal (because of the
small volume of the neutral distribution around
the observer) and slowly varying heliospheric com-
ponents. A characteristic example of a combina-
tion of geocoronal and heliospheric SWCX emis-
sions was detected by XIVIM-Newton while observ-
ing the Hubble Deep Field-North (Snowden, Col-
lier, & Kuntz 2004).

SWCX emission is thought to comprise a. sig-
nificant part of the diffuse X-ray background ob-
served at energies < 1 keV. The most explicit.
signature of SWCX is usually observed in the
form of Long-Term Enhancements (LTEs), that
were extensively observed and analyzed during the
ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS, e.g. Snowden et
al. 1995). However, the relative contribution of
the LHB plasma and the quiescent heliospheric
SWCX emission to the local (unabsorbed) SXRB
has been a vivid subject of debate in the last
decade. Models of the heliospheric SWCX emis-
sion e.g. Robertson & Cravens 2003: Koutroumpa
et al. 2007) predict that 50 to 100`% of the X-ray
emission in the # keV energy band may be at-
tributed to the heliosphere. In the keV band
where the LHB plasma is thought to emit the
most.. the fraction accounted for by SWCX is more
uncertain. Although recent simulations show that
the SWCX emission inav account for almost all

the 
-1 

keV band SXRB at low,  latitudes (lb' <25".
Koutroumpa et al. 2009b), CX atomic calculations
for heavy- ions with strong lines in the 

1 keV band
(such as Fe, Si, S, Mg) are still based on approx-
imations and the results should evolve in the fu-
ture. At high latitudes, the Koutroumpa et al.
(20091)) model predictions are lower than the mea-
sured SXRB intensities, and some local emission
from the IS medium is needed.

In general, when trying to compare the LHB
and SWCX emissions, the contributions of the dis-
tant components of the SXRB (Galactic; disk &
halo, and extragalactic sources) blur the results
even more. In order to avoid this complication
the usual strategy is to employ shadowing obser-
vations, which consist of pointing towards a. dense
molecular cloud that will absorb more or less effi-
ciently the distant components of the SXRB, leav-
ing only the local components of interest, i.e., the
LHB and SWCX emissions.

The perfect candidate for this kind of observ-
ing strategy is NIBM 12, a nearby high-galactic
(l, b - 159°, -34°), low-ecliptic (A, (3 47°, 3")
latitude molecular cloud , with a column density
of -4x 1021 c111- 2 (Smith et al. 2005), which is
optically thick for the oxygen lines energies that
are of interest in our analysis (optical depths of
3.5 and 2.4 for O VII and O VIII respectively).
Early estimates of the distance to NIBM 12 were
controversial and have placed it between 65 and
360 pc (Hobbs et al. 1986; Andersson et al. 2002).
More recent studies, have further constrained its
distance to 90-150 pc (Lallernent et al. 2003). In
any case. the exact distance of MBM 12 is not
important, since the cloud is nearer than the non-
local sources of the SXRB in the 

3 
kcV band.

Snowden et al. (1993) first observed NIBM 12
as an X-ray shadow with ROSAT in order to inea-
sure the LHB soft X-ray emission in the 

1 
keV

and -3 keV energy bands. They placed a. 2a up-
per limit of 270 counts s -1 sr-1 in the ROSAT
s keV band, which includes both the O VII4

triplet. at 6.57 keV and the O VIII Ly_ man-o line.
at 0.65 keV. They fitted the .1 keV band data
with a standard 1() 6 K thermal modal assuming
a pathlength of -65 pe and found in emission
measure of 0.0021 cm-s pc. This model yields
-17 counts s-u sr -1 in the keV band, which
corresponds to 0.28 photons cm -2 s

_1 
sr - '(if we

assume that O VII is the dominant contribution
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to the 2 keV band emission), hereafter named
Line Units (LU). However, ROSAT's lack of spec-
tral resolution within the bands, did not allow
the separation of the O VII from the O VIII line
emission, the background continuum and possible
other spectral features.

Smith et al. (2005) repeated the MBM 12 ob-
servations using the CHANDRA ACIS instrument
in August 2000, but their results were adversely
influenced by a strong C,oronal Mass Ejection
(CME). They measured particularly strong O VII
and O VIII line emission with a surface brightness
of 1.79±0.55 LU and 2.34±0.36 LU respectively,
much larger than Snowden et al. (1993)'s limits.
They argued that this intense oxygen line emission
could not come from any of the standard LHB
models, either equilibrium or strongly recombin-
ing, and suggested that their results were contam-
inated by SWCX. As it turned out, this CME did
indeed produce a strong enhancement of SWCX
emission in the heliosphere (and possibly the geo-
corona) as demonstrated by Koutroumpa et al.
(2007).

A third observation of MBM 12 was performed
with Suzaku in February 2006 (Smith et al. 2007).
Towards MBM 12, the O VII emission line was de-
tected with a surface brightness of 3.34±0.26 LU,
and the O VIII flux was 0.24±0.1 LU. Smith et
al. (2007) fitted the data with a standard ther-
mal model and found that the emission could be
explained by a region with 100 pc radius, an elec-
tron density of 0.0087 cm —a , and a temperature of
1.2 x 106 K. However, these parameters would pre-
dict a 1 keV emission in excess of observations.

Using a self-consistent simulation of the helio-
spheric SWCX emission responding to quasi-real
time variations of the solar wind proton flux and
heavv ion abundances, Koutroumpa et. al. (2007)
estimated the heliospheric SWCX emission from
the O VT1 and O VIII lines in the case of both
the CHANDRA and Suzak°a observations of the
MBM 12. along with two more observations of a.
high-latitude shadowing filament with Suzaka and
. ,VA1- , ca,ton (for an updated analysis of the fil-
ament observations see Henley & Shelton 2008).
Arguing for both the short-scale solar wind vari-
ations and global solar activit y variations due to
the 11-year solar cycle. the authors simulated the
heliospheric SWCX emission during each of these
shadowing observations. They found that almost

100 %C of the oxygen emission in front of these shad-
owing clouds may be explained by means of the
heliospheric SWCX emission alone, and that there
was no need for emission from gas in the LHB in
these directions. This work presents another step
in the continuing effort to confirm these results.

In this paper we present the first analysis of
all 12 observation with XMM-Newton and
compare, the results with a model used to calcu-
late the heliospheric SWCX emission, in order to
place more constraints on the contribution of the
heliospheric and LHB gas emissions to the local
diffuse SXRB. The paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we present the XMM-Newton. data
analysis and results. In Section 3 we describe the
heliospheric SWCX simulations and results for the
period and LOS of the MBM 12 observation. Fi-
nally, in Section 4 we compare the SWCX model
results to the X-ray data and discuss the impli-
cations on the local diffuse X-ray background, in
combination with results from previous observa-
tions towards the MBM 12 and other shadowing
fields.

2. X-Ray Observations

The molecular cloud MBM 12 was observed
by XMM-Newton on several occasions (typi-
cally in February and August) from 2000 to
2008 for a total of 131.1 ks (Observation IDs:
0110660101,0112510301,0501370101,0501370201
& 0552920101). The pointing positions were dis-
tributed around a region roughly centered at (RA,
Dec) _ 021155m58s, +19'28 1 19" (.72000) (1, b =
159.2', -34.5': A. t3 — 47, +3°). Of these obser-
vations, the first four were badly contaminated by
the soft proton background, and only the last one
(ID#0552920101) was used in this analysis. The
observation took place oil 12, 2008 for a.
total exposure of —35 ks (see observation details
in Table 1).

We reduced the EPIC data using the Xi17M-
Newtonn ESAS I analysis p.3ckage (Snowden &
Kuntz 2006 11 as demonstrated in Snowden et al.
(2008). The data were first filtered for excesses in
the normal internal particle background and for
contamination by soft protons (Kuntz & Snowden
2008a). Next. data from the full field of view were

littp:/jheasare.gsfc.nasa.govldocs/xmrn/xinuihp xuunesas.litsnl
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Table 1: XA111-Newton MBM 12 Observation Details

Obs ID

0552920101 2008-08-12 18:30:55	34.9 ks	22.2 ks (MOS1)

24.6 ks (MOS2)

12.2 ks (PN)

Line Fluxes 
in 
LU

Fitted	 SWCX Model

0 VII Flux	0 Vill Flux	0 V11 Flux	0 Vill Flux

1.8 , 11 . 5
	

<1.00	0.82	0.33

extracted after the exclusion of point sources. Fi-

nally model particle background spectra were pro-

duced for subtraction during the spectral fitting

process.

In Figure 1 we present, the spectral fit for

the XMAI-Newton MBM 12 data. The spectra

were fit with XSPEC, using a model which in-

chided two thermal components (all unabsorbed

— 0.1 keV Raymond-Smith model for local OTIliS-

sion and 
all 

absorbed — 0.23 keV APEC model

for the more distant disk and halo emission), all

absorbed power 
law 

representing the cosmic back-

ground with a spectral index of 1.3, monochro-

matic lilies at 1.49 keV and 1.75 keV representing

the internal fluorescent. Al Ka and Si Ka back-

ground, and a power law not folded through the in-

strumental response representing any residual soft

proton contamination left after the screening pro-

cess. In the thermal spectral models we set the

abundance of oxygen to zero and the other abun-

dances were fixed at I (based on the assumption

that oxygen will dominate any SWCX emission

in the XMAI-Neit4on, bandpass). We then added

two monochromatic lines at 0.57 keV and 0.65 keV

to the model to represent the observed oxygen

emission from both SWCX and more distant cos-

mic emission., the latter which produces a constant

contribution. The absorption of the halo thermal

components and the power 
law 

were allowed to

float and the best fit value for the column density

Was NH = (71±2)x 
1021 CM-2. 

which is 
in 

good

agreement with the 4
X1 021 C111-2 

from Smith et

al. (2005). A spectrum derived from the RASS

data was simultaneously fit, with the oxygen emis-

sion coming from the thermal models rather than

the ilionochroinatic lilies. 
in 

order to constrain

the low-teinperat lire tlierinal component. All of

the data were fit simultaneously allowing only the

SWCX oxygen Gaussian energies and normaliza-

tions, instrumental Al and Si Gaussians, and soft-

proton power law components to vary. The fit is

reasonably

 

y good for the cosmic background with a

XV
2 value of 1.35 for 835 d.o.f. The best fit for the

0 VII line energy was found at 554^ 160 eV, with a-

line flux equal to 1.8+0 *M5 LU. The best fit result for

0 Vill is a marginal detection of the feature with

surface brightness 0.56+0
0..24 

LU, which allows us46

only to place a 3or limit of <1 LU for the 0 Vill

line flux. The fitted 0 VII and 0 Vill line fluxes

are listed in Table 1.

3. Heliospheric SWCX simulations

The heliospheric SWCX model we use for our

simulations is a self-consistent calculation of the

SWCX line emission, based on 3-dimensional grids

of the IS neutral species (H and He) distribu-

tions 
in 

the lieliospliere modulated by solar ac-

tivity (gravity, radiation pressure, and ionization

processes) and 3-dimensional density distributions

of the highly charged heavy solar wind (SW) ions

taking into account their radial propagation and

their partial depletion due to CX reactions with

the IS neutrals. This model has been extensively

described 
in 

Koutrounipa et al. (2006. 2007), and

detailed information on the IS neutral and SW in-

put parameters for different periods of the solar

cycle were provided 
in 

Koutrounipa et al. (2009;

based on references therein. With this model we

can calculate complete spectra of the SWCX emis-

sion 
in 

any direction 
in 

the lieliospliere for any

(,late. using photon emission yields computed by

Kliarc1i(,iiko&_r Dalgarno (2000) for all ion spectral

Iiiics following CX with the corresponding iieu-
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Fig. I.— The tipper set of data and curves (green) are the PN spectra, the middle set of data and curves

are the TMOSI (black) and MOS 2 (red) spectra, and the bottom (blue) is the RASS spectrum. 'See the

electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

tral species (H and He individuall y). 

  

However,

for comparison to present X-ray observations we

use the 0 VII triplet at 0.57 keV and the 0 VIII

line at 0.65 keV, as they are the strongest spectral

features and provide the best signal-to-noise ratio

for the observations.

In Koutrounipa et al. (2007) we introduced a

dynamic ynamic variant of the model that we also use here

in order to simulate quasi-real time SW variations

and their influence 
on 

the lieliosplieric component

of the SWCX emission on the NIBNI 12 LOS during

the XAL11-Newton observation. Of note however.

the model does not account for SWCX emission

from the geocorona and is unable to predict the

near-earth environment reactions to the SW stim-

ulus.

3.1. Solar wind data input

The X1113111-Newtan observations took place in

August 2008 when solar activity was at its niin-

imuni phase. In general, during the solar min-

iiiiiiiii, the quiescent SW flow (outside particu-

lariv violent events. e.g. CMEs) lias a very dis-

tinct highly aiiisotropic distribution. with a nar-

row equatorial zone (within 120' of the solar

equatorial plane) of slow SW (— 400 km s-').,

and the fast SW (— 700 kin s-1 ) emitted from

the polar coronal holes. However, recent results

either from direct observations of the solar corona

or from indirect observations of the solar wind flux

(e.g. de Toma et al. 2010; Lallement et al. 2010)

show that the slow wind equatorial zone during

the iiiiiiiinurn phase of Solar Cycle 23 (years 2008-

2009) spans to almost twice the latitudinal extent

it occupied (hiring the previous Solar Cycle iii i ii i-

iiiiiiii (years 1996-1997). fit any case, the MBTNI 12

LOS points at ecliptic coordinates (A-3) = (470,

+3'), therefor(, it is very v close to the ecliptic plane

and embedded in the slow SW flow only.

The ionic composition of the two flows can

be very different, 
and 

the charge-state distribu-

tions change as well, with the higher charge-states

strongly depleted (or even completely absent as

for example 0--S) 
in 

the fast solar wind. T ' v

(,Ztll	

pi-

v. 
in 

the model 
we 

adopt the oxygen relative

abundances published in Sehwadron	Cravens

(2000): 
(O^7 . 0-8)

(0.2. 0.07 for the slowj
wind. That gives a 07- ,/0' - ratio of the order

of 0.3 for the slow SW. However, from Ulysses

measurements (see Gupta et al. 2009), we found
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that the 07+ j06+ ratio in the slow SW equatorial
zone during 2008 was at only 35%, of its typical av-
erage value, which means that 

07.E was strongly

depleted, even in the slow SW.

The global average properties of the SW are at
present, well known, thanks to many years of mon-
itoring by a. large fleet of solar and heliospheric
imagers and in-situ instruments. However, these
data provide an average estimate of the quiescent
SW, and therefore only an estimate of the quies-
cent SWCX emission. In real time,. the SW flux
is extremely variable, with a, vast distribution of
heavy ion abundances, The Advanced Composi-

tion Explorer (ACE, Stone et al. 1998) and WIND

(Ogilvie et al. 1995) satellites at the Ll point
provide in-situ density and velocity (among other
quantities) measurements of various species in the
solar wind. Since SWCX emission is proportional
to the flux of the solar wind species producing the

emission, the ACE and WIND data can be used
to gain insight into the variation of the observed

flux.

More recently, the twin STEREO (Solar TEr-
restrial RElations Observatory-; Kaiser 2005)
spacecrafts were launched in 2006, and are cur-

rently evolving in heliocentric orbits slowly drift-
ing away from the Earth - one ahead of Earth

in its orbit (STEREO A), the other trailing be-

hind (STEREO B). Like ACE and WIND, the

STEREO observatories are equiped with solar
imaging instruments as well as in-situ detectors
for monitoring the solar activity and the solar
wind. The combination of the four instruments,
placed at —1 AU from the Sun but at different
orbital locations. is essential for the studies of
the structure and properties of the ambient solar

wind.

The two upper panels of Figure 2 show the solar
wind proton flux and bulk speed for the MBM 12
observation interval (shown by the vertical lines),
measured with TVJND and STEREO A (STEREO

B data are less relevant to our stud y since the
1IBNI 12 LOS points ahead in Earth's orbit, see

lowest panel of Figure 2). The quiescent level of
the SW proton flux during the period of our obser-

_?
vatlons was •— I.,- 1t1 ('tn s-4. somewhat lower

than average equatorial slow SW proton fluxes.

lV7AW detected a strong proton flux enhance-
ment due to a Corotating Interaction Region
(CIR) around 21:00 UT (,)it 	8. —4 days

14	CIR	
WIND	700

12--^ F#

600
10

s	 ' 500
6	 :t

4	
3 400

300

n
09/08/2008	13/08/2008	17/08/2008

Date

CIR	STEREO A

i'v f

09/08/2008	13/08/2008	17/08/2008

Date

3,}

AU

Fig. 2. Top panel: Hourly average of the solar wind
proton flux (solid line) and average bulk speed (dotted Tine)
from WIND for the X11141-Newton exposure of MBM 12
(shown by the vertical lines). Middle panel: Saine as the
top panel, only the data are from STEREO A. The CIR
relevant to the MBM 12 observation is noted both in the

WIND and STEREO A data. Bottom, panel: Observation
geometry for the yIB yI 12 LOS on August 12. 2008. as seen
front the north ecliptic pole. X_s1 , -Newton/Earth's ,and
the STEREO A spacecraft's positions also shown. WEND
is positioned at the L1 point in the Sun-Earth direction,
bmtt is not marked for clarity The pink-shaded spirals rep-
resent the CIR structure in three `snapshots': Day T = 0
is the beginning of the XMIhI-Ne-mton observation of the
NIBM 12, day T = -3.0 is when WIND starts detecting
the CIR, and day T = -1.8 is approximately the moment
STEREO A starts detecting the CIR (see text for details).
The width of the spirals in radial direction corresponds
exactly to the temporal duration of the CIR as measured
in the SW instruments. [See the clechymic edition- of the

Journal for a color ?version of this figure.]
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before the begining of the YMM-Newton MBM 12

observation. A CIR is formed when fast SW (usu-

ally from low latitude coronal holes) interacts with

slow SW streamers producing a region of compres-

sion. The CIR detected with WIND was propa-

gating at 
in average speed 

of 400 kin/s and lasted

16 hours. STEREO A measured the 
same 

CIR

starting about 2 days ys later (17:00 UT 
on 

August

10). However, the compressed region seems to

have relaxed over the travel time between 117IND

and STEREO A and the overall CIR structure

has expanded (lasting 22 hours) and accelerated

by —100 km/s.

Unfortunately, ACE 
data 

of the oxygen ions rel-

ative, abundances 
0+7 

and 0+8 were too scarce

over the observation period to directly determine

the 0+' and 0+' abundances. Averages over one

month before and after the X11111-Newton obser-

vation show very little 0-' (8%) and 0+' (1.5%)

present 
in 

the equatorial wind measured at L1.

Therefore, we assume average 0+' and 0+' abun-

dances at —45% of their typical values., based on

the previously-mentioned Ulysses (and ACE) mea-

surements.

3.2. Results

In the lower panel of Figure 2 we show the struc-

ture and propagation of the CIR as calculated in

the dynamic model. In the model, the SW en-

hancement is simulated as a step function of the

same duration as the CIR. and a maximum solar

proton flux averaged over the CIR. structure. Day

T = 0 in the simulation is the start date/time of

the XM1/1-Newton MBXI 12 observation. The CIR

is first observed with WIND on T = -3.9 for 16

hours, with an average speed of 400 km/s and an

average proton flux of 6.2 x 10' ciii - ' s - 1 (used in

the step function). 
In 

order to simulate as faith-

fully as possible the travel time between WIND

and STEREO A 
we 

used a constant acceleration

of 52.6 kni/s/day to the 
final 

velocity 0500 kinlis)

measured 
in 
STEREO .4 

on 
approxiniatel 

* 

v day T

__ -1.8. From that moment on. we assume a con-

stant velocity of 500 kin,"s and a proton fhLx of

3.5 x 108 
C111 - 2 

s -- 1 , lasting for 22 hours.

In Figure 3 we present the predicted lightcurNesC,

of the 0 \'ll and 0 Vill SWCX emission un-

der the influcuce of the CIR, propa gation along

the TNIBNI 12 LOS. taking into account the de-

pleted 
0-7 and 

0-- ' ion distributions. As Figure 3

shows, the timing between the CIR crossing of

the MBM 12 LOS and the begining of the XMjV1-

Newton observation reduces the actual influence of

the CIR enhancement on the heliospheric SWCX

emission to a statistically insignificant effect with

respect to the quiescent SWCX level (hiring the

same period. Also, from the observation geometry

and propagation of the CIR 
on 

the LOS, we may

conclude that during the XITIM-Newton, observa-

tion the SW disruption w
as well beyond the geo-

corona (r > 0.7 AU from the Earth in the MBM 12

direction), ^and very little SWCX emission should

be produced in the near-earth environment. How-

ever, we caution that our simulations do not in-

clude modeling of the geocoronal SWCX emission,

and we cannot conclusively verify this hypothesis.

The line fluxes predicted by the SWCX simula-

tions are 0.82 LU and 0.33 LU for 0 V11 and 0 Vill

respectively. If we assume that the 0 V11 triplet is

the dominant contribution to the ROSAT 2 keV4

band., then the model yields —137 counts s
-1 

sr-1.

If we also add the 0 VIII SWCX line emission, the

total flux is estimated to —193 counts s-
1
 sr-1 in

the 
4
3 
keV band. Both these values are well within

the 2c upper limit measured in the ROSAT 1 keV
4

band (Snowden et al. 1993). The SWCX model

predictions for the 0 VII and 0 Vill line fluxes for

the period of the XJV11Vf-Ncv)too, observation are

also listed 
in 

Table 1.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented the first spectral analysis

of the soft X-ray background emission towards

the NIBT%I 12 with XAM-Netvton. The spectral

fit yielded a 0 VII triplet surface brigthiless of

1.8-0
_0.6- 5 LU, and placed a 3a upper limit of <1 LU

to the 0 Vill line emission. We also performed a

simulation of the heliospheric SWCX emission to-

wards the same direction for the same observing

period. The heliospheric SWCX model predicts

0.82 
LU for 0 V11, which accounts for —46±15%

of the observed value. For comparison. the LHB

prediction is 0.28 LU, as noted previously. The

model prediction for the 0 Vill line flux is OM L[17

which lies well within the upper limit.

In t heor v. SWCX emission exhibits very dis-

tinct spectral characteristics with respect to ther-

mal plasma emission. For instance, the line in-

tensity ratios (forbidden, interconibination and



resonance lines) 
in 

triplets of the He-like ions

0 VII and Ne TX are very different and could

be used as spectral diagnostics to separate the

two mechanisms (e.g., Lallement 2009, and refer-

ences therein). While thermal emission has a very

strong resonance line (574 eV), SWCX emission

favours the forbidden transition (560.9 eV). With

the spectral resolution of current missions, though,

it is very difficult to distinguish individual SWCX

X-rays from those with a more distant, origin.

Nevertheless, as noted by Lallement (2009) and

applied 
in 

Koutromnpa (2009), it is possible to

use the apparent displacement 
in 

energy of the

unresolved 0 V11 gaussian controid 
in 

order to

estimate the relative contribution of the individ-

ual transitions and thus determine the dominant

emission mechanism. It is even best, to measure

the separation of the 0 V11 and 0 Vill centroids

(the 0 Vill centroid should be the same for the

two mechanisms) 
in 

order to minimize the cali-

bration effects of the different instruments in the

0.5-1 keV energy range. However, this approach

may also be complicated by the presence of the

0 V11 3^2 line at 666 eV that is generally diffi-

cult to distinguish from the Lyman-a line at CCD

resolution. Here, we attempted to measure the

fitted 0 VII and 0 Vill line energies 
in 

order to

estimate the contribution of heliospheric SWCX

emission towards the MBM 12 cloud 
and 

compare

to the estimates of the SWCX model. The 0 V11

line energy best fit for this analysis lies at 554+10

eV and seems consistent with a strong forbidden

line that implies 
an 

important contamination from

SWCX. However as the 0 Vill line energy could

not be constrained with certainty, we cannot draw

definite conclusions 
on 

the subject.

In Table 2 we summarize the oxygen line fluxes

from the recent observations of MB_`VI 12 with

CHANDRA, Sazaku, and along

with the heliospheric SWCX model estimates. We

also include a list of the foreground ox ygen line

emission (after subtraction of the absorbed back

around emission) for four more shadowing obser-

vations towards the TNIBNI 20 (Gupta et al. 2009)

and the South Galactic Filament (SGF. Henley &

Shelton 2008). The SWCX emission estimates for

all those observations are derived in the same way

as 
in 

our present analysis, and have been pub-

lished 
in 

previous works (Koutromnpa, et al. 2007:

Gupta et al. 2009).

In Figure 4, we present, the data versus SWCX

model linear fit for the MBM 12 observations (up-

per panel) and for all the shadowing observations

listed in Table 2 (lower panel). For the MBM 12

data the fit to the model gives a correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.63±0.2 at to for 0 VII, while the 0 
Vill

data to model fit gives a coefficient of 1.25±0.22

at la (with an intercept of 1.08±0.63 LU and -

0.36±0.17 LU for 0 VII 
and 

0 Vill respectively).

When we include all the shadowing observations

data. the correlation is slightly improved both for

0 V11 with a coefficient of 0.65±0.16 (IQ), and

for 0 Vill with a coefficient of 1.2±0.22 (lo r).

The intercepts for this fit are 1.07±0.47 LU and

-0.34±0.16 LU for 0 VII and 0 Vill respectively.

This result suggests that although the LHB 0 Vill

is probably negligible, the LHB 0 VII emission is

non-zero in these directions, which is also consis-

tent with Kuntz & Snowden (2008b)'s results that

use a similar method.

The model predictions seem to overestimate the

0 Vill emission, but given the large uncertainties

of the heavy SW ion abundance measurements,

these predictions remain within the observed er-

rorbars. Thus, we may conclude that the helio-

spheric SWCX emission may account for all the

observed local 0 Vill background. For 0 VII.

in general, the model predictions suggest that at

leastws much as half of the observed values are due

to SWCX emission from the li(,Iiospli(,r(% How-

ever, we still consider that the 
number 

of shadow-

in,- observations that allow a direct comparison of

the very local components of the SXR,B (i.e. the

heliospheric and LHB components) is relatively

small, and the statistical significance of this com-

parison needs to be improved with a larger sample

of observations. Also. the heliospheric SWCX sim-

ulations are still in progress since they strongly

`Accepted XALV-Nrwto7? A09 proposal published as

a poster presentation at the -High-resohition X-

ray spectroscopy:	p^ust. present and fixture' con-

ference, organized by SRON Netherlands Insti-

tute for Space Research and Utrecht University.

littp:/' /`www.,,i ,ot).iil/ files jHEA(XRA'Y-2010/po,sters//4/4.01

ueHertu kill tllc	ul LlItf OVV lllpm, lu!'kfil

in constant evolution. HopefullY, future missions

which will include non-dispersive nucrocalorime-

ter spectrometers will be able to separate thermal

from SWCX emi
s
sion using the He-like triplets

_koutrom*pxjvi1Suowden 2009) and shed more light to the

8



TABLE 2

DATA AND MODEL OXYGEN LINE INTENSITIES FOR SHADOWING OBSERVATIONS IN LU

Field

Name

Observing

Instrument

Data'

O VII	O VIII

SWCX Model

O VII	O VIII

MB1\I12 CHANDRA 1,79±0.55 2.34±0.36 1.49 2.13

Suzaku 3.34±0.26 0.24±0.10 3.56 0.50

XMM-Ne-aiton 1.8±0.6 <1.00 0.82 0.33

MBM 20 XMM-Newton 2.63±0.78 0.03±0.43 1.88 0.74

Suzaku 0.99±0.91 0.01±1.01 0.15 0.38

SGF XMM-Newton, 6.2±2.9 3.16 1.02

Suzaku 1.1±1.25 1±1.1 034 0.02

`Foreground emission taking into account the optical depth of the

shadows. Data taken from Smith et al. (2005, 2007); Henley & Shelton

(2008); Gupta et al. (2009)

controversy of the dominant emission mechanism

in the local interstellar inedimn.

1.0

0.8
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X 0?
3
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-3	_2	-1	a	1	2

Day from 18:30 UT August 12, 2008

Fig. 3. Lightcurves of the predicted heliospheric

SWCX O VII and O VIII line emission during the

XM,11 Nc,ii ton observation of the MBM 12 oil Au-

gust 12. 2008. The JIM-Nctoton observation in-

terval is marked with the dotted vertical lines.
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